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Abstract

In this paper we discuss a number of previously
unaddressed issues that arise in automated ne�
gotiation among self�interested agents whose
rationality is bounded by computational com�
plexity� These issues are presented in the con�
text of iterative task allocation negotiations�
First� the reasons why such agents need to
be able to choose the stage and level of com�
mitment dynamically are identi�ed� A pro�
tocol that allows such choices through condi�
tional commitment breaking penalties is pre�
sented� Next� the implications of bounded ra�
tionality are analyzed� Several tradeo�s be�
tween allocated computation and negotiation
bene�ts and risk are enumerated� and the ne�
cessity of explicit local deliberation control is
substantiated� Techniques for linking negoti�
ation items and multiagent contracts are pre�
sented as methods for escaping local optima in
the task allocation process� Implementing both
methods among self�interested bounded ratio�
nal agents is discussed� Finally� the problem
of message congestion among self�interested
agents is described� and alternative remedies
are presented�

� Introduction

The importance of automated negotiation systems is
likely to increase �O�ce of Technology Assesment
	OTA
� ����� One reason is the growth of a fast and
inexpensive standardized communication infrastructure
	EDI� NII� KQML �Finin et al�� ������ Telescript �General
Magic� Inc�� ���� etc�
� over which separately designed
agents belonging to di�erent organizations can interact
in an open environment in real�time� and safely carry out
transactions �Kristol et al�� ���� Sandholm and Lesser�
����d�� Secondly� there is an industrial trend towards
agile enterprises� small� organizational overhead avoid�
ing enterprises that form short term alliances to be able
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to respond to larger and more diverse orders than they
individually could� Such ventures can take advantage of
economies of scale when they are available� but do not
su�er from diseconomies of scale� This concept paper ex�
plores the implications of performing such negotiations
where agents are self�interested 	SI
 � and must make
negotiation decisions in real�time with bounded or costly
computation resources�
We cast such negotiations in the following domain

independent framework� Each agent has a 	possibly
empty
 set of tasks and a 	possibly empty
 set of re�
sources it can use to handle tasks� These sets change due
to domain events� e�g� new tasks arriving or resources
breaking down� The agents can subcontract tasks to
other agents by paying a compensation� This subcon�
tracting process can involve breaking a task into a num�
ber of subtasks handled by di�erent agents� or clustering
a number of tasks into a supertask� A task transfer is
pro�table from the global perspective if the contractee
can handle the task less expensively than the contrac�
tor� or if the contractor cannot handle it at all� but the
contractee can� So� the problem has two levels� a global
task allocation problem� and each agent�s local combina�
torial optimization problem de�ned by the agent�s cur�
rent tasks and resources� The goal of each agent is to
maximize its payo� which is de�ned as its income minus
its costs� Income is received for handling tasks� and costs
are incurred by using resources to handle the tasks� We
restrict ourselves to domains where the feasibility and
cost of handling a task do not depend on what other
agents do with their resources or how they divide tasks
among themselves� but do depend on the other tasks that
the agent has �� The global solution can be evaluated
from a social welfare viewpoint according to the sum of
the agents� payo�s�
Reaching good solutions for the global task allocation

problem is di�cult with SI agents� e�g� because they
may not truthfully share all information� The problem
is further complicated by the agents� bounded rational�
ity� local decisions are suboptimal due to the inability

�In domains where agents represent di�erent real world
organizations each agent designer will want its agent to do
as well as it can without concern for other agents
 Conversely
some domains are inherently composed of benevolent agents

For example in a single factory scheduling problem each
work cell can be represented by an agent
 If the cells do not
have private goals the agents should act benevolently


�Such domains are a superset of what �Rosenschein and
Zlotkin ����� call Task Oriented Domains and intersect their
State Oriented and Worth Oriented Domains




to precisely compute the value associated with accepting
a task� This computation is especially hard if the feasi�
bility and cost of handling a task depend on what other
tasks an agent has� These problems are exacerbated by
the uncertainty of an open environment in which new
agents and new tasks arrive � thus previous decisions
may be suboptimal in light of new information�

The original contract net protocol 	CNP
 �Smith�
����� did not explicitly deal with these issues� which
we think must be taken into account if agents are to
operate e�ectively in a wide range of automated ne�
gotiation domains� A �rst step towards extending the
CNP to deal with these issues was the work on TRA�
CONET �Sandholm� ������ It provided a formal model
for bounded rational 	BR
 self�interested agents to make
announcing� bidding and awarding decisions� It used a
simple static approximation scheme for marginal cost�

calculation to make these decisions� The choice of a
contractee is based solely on these marginal cost esti�
mates� The monetary payment mechanism allows quan�
titative tradeo�s between alternatives in an agent�s nego�
tiation strategy� Within DAI� bounded rationality 	ap�
proximate processing
 has been studied with cooperative
agents� but among SI agents� perfect rationality has been
widely assumed� e�g� �Rosenschein and Zlotkin� ����
Ephrati and Rosenschein� ����� Kraus et al�� ������
We argue that in most real multiagent applications�
resource�bounded computation will be an issue� and that
bounded rationality has profound implications on both
negotiation protocols and strategies�

Although the work on TRACONET was a �rst step to�
wards this end� it is necessary�as discussed in the body
of this paper�to extend in signi�cant ways the CNP in
order for bounded rational self�interested 	BRSI
 agents
to deal intelligently with uncertainty present in the ne�
gotiation process� This new protocol represents a family
of di�erent protocols in which agents can choose di�er�
ent options depending on both the static and dynamic
context of the negotiation� The �rst option we will dis�
cuss regards commitment� We present ways of varying
the stage of commitment� and more importantly� how to
implement varying levels of commitment that allow more
�exible local deliberation and a wider variety of negoti�
ation risk management techniques by allowing agents to
back out of contracts� The second option concerns local
deliberation� Tradeo�s are presented between negotia�
tion risks and computation costs� and an approximation
scheme for marginal cost calculation is suggested that
dynamically adapts to an agent�s negotiation state� The
third set of options has to do with avoiding local optima
in the task allocation space by linking negotiation items
and by contracts involving multiple agents� The fourth
set of options concerns message congestion management�
We present these choices in terms of a new protocol for
negotiation among BRSI agents� that� to our knowledge�
subsumes the CNP and most�if not all�of its exten�
sions�

�The marginal cost of adding a set of tasks to an agent�s
solution is the cost of the agent�s solution with the new task
set minus the cost of the agent�s solution without it


� Commitment in negotiation protocols

��� Alternative commitment stages

In mutual negotiations� commitment means that one
agent binds itself to a potential contract while waiting for
the other agent to either accept or reject its o�er� If the
other party accepts� both parties are bound to the con�
tract� When accepting� the second party is sure that the
contract will be made� but the �rst party has to commit
before it is sure� Commitment has to take place at some
stage for contracts to take place� but the choice of this
stage can be varied� TRACONET was designed so that
commitment took place in the bidding phase as is usual
in the real world� if a task is awarded to him� the bid�
der has to take care of it at the price mentioned in the
bid� Shorter protocols 	commitment at the announce�
ment phase�
 can be constructed as well as arbitrarily
long ones 	commitment at the awarding phase or some
later stage
�
The choice of commitment stage can be a static proto�

col design decision or the agents can decide on it dynami�
cally� For example� the focused addressing scheme of the
CNP was implemented so that in low utilization situa�
tions� contractors announced tasks� but in high utiliza�
tion mode� potential contractees signaled availability�
i�e� bid without receiving announcements �rst �Smith�
����� Van Dyke Parunak� ������ So� the choice of a pro�
tocol was based on characteristics of the environment�
Alternatively� the choice can be made for each nego�
tiation separately before that negotiation begins� We
advocate a more re�ned alternative� where agents dy�
namically choose the stage of commitment of a certain
negotiation during that negotiation� This allows any of
the above alternatives� but makes the stage of commit�
ment a negotiation strategy decision� not a protocol de�
sign decision� The o�ered commitments are speci�ed in
contractor messages and contractee messages� Fig� ��

��� Levels of commitment

In traditional multiagent negotiation protocols among
SI agents� once a contract is made� it is binding� i�e�
neither party can back out� In cooperative distributed
problem solving 	CDPS
� commitments are often allowed
to be broken unilaterally based on some local reasoning
that attempts to incorporate the perspective of common
good �Decker and Lesser� ������ A more general alter�
native is to use protocols with continuous levels of com�
mitment based on a monetary penalty method� where
commitments vary from unbreakable to breakable as a
continuum by assigning a commitment breaking cost to
each commitment separately� This cost can also increase
with time� decrease as a function of acceptance time of
the o�er� or be conditioned on events in other negotia�
tions or the environment� Using the suggested message
types� the level of commitment can also be dynamically
negotiated over on a per contract or per task set basis�

�With announcement phase commitment a task set can
be announced to only one potential bidder at a time since
the same task set cannot be exclusively awarded to many
agents




Among other things� the use of multiple levels of com�
mitment allows�

� a low commitment search focus to be moved around in
the global task allocation space �because decommitting
is not unreasonably expensive� so that more of that
space can be explored among SI agents which would
otherwise avoid risky commitments� 

� �exibility to the agent�s local deliberation control be�
cause marginal cost calculation of a contract can go on
even after that contract has already been agreed upon

� an agent to make the same low�commitment o�er �or
o�ers that overlap in task sets� to multiple agents
 In
case more than one accepts the agent has to pay the
penalty to all but one of them but the speedup of being
able to address multiple agents in committal mode may
outweigh this risk

� the agents with a lesser risk aversion to carry a greater
portion of the risk
 The more risk averse agent can trade
o� paying a higher price to its contractee �or get paid a
lower price as a contractee� for being allowed to have a
lower decommitting penalty and

� contingency contracts by conditioning the payments and
commitment functions on future negotiation events or
domain events
 These enlarge the set of mutually bene�
�cial contracts when agents have di�erent expectations
of future events or di�erent risk attitudes �Rai�a ��	��


The advantages of such a leveled commitment protocol
are formally analyzed in �Sandholm and Lesser� ����a��
and are now reviewed� Because the decommitment
penalties can be set arbitrarily high for both agents�
the leveled commitment protocol can always emulate the
full commitment protocol� Furthermore� there are cases
where there is no full commitment contract among two
agents that ful�lls the participation constraints 	agent
prefers to agree to the contract as opposed to passing
 for
both agents� but where a leveled commitment contract
does ful�ll these constraints� This occurs even among
risk neutral agents� for example when uncertainty pre�
vails regarding both agents� future o�ers received� and
both agents are assigned a 	not too high or low� and not
necessarily identical
 decommitment penalty in the con�
tract� Among risk neutral agents� this does not occur if
only one of the agents is allowed the possibility to decom�
mit 	other agent�s decommitment penalty is too high
�
or only one agent�s future is uncertain� If the agents
have biased information regarding the future� they may
perceive that such a contract with a one�sided decom�
mitment possibility is viable although a full commitment
contract is not� In such cases� the agent whose informa�
tion is biased is likely to take the associated loss while
the agent with unbiased information is not�
Figure � describes the message formats of the new con�

tracting protocol� A negotiation can start with either a

�For example an agent can accept a task set and later
try to contract the tasks in that set further separately
 With
full commitment an agent needs to have standing o�ers from
the agents it will contract the tasks to or it has to be able to
handle them itself
 With the variable commitment protocol
the agent can accept the task set even if it is not sure about
its chances of getting it handled because in the worst case it
can decommit


CONTRACTOR MESSAGE�
�� Negotiation identi�er
�� Message identi�er
�� In	response	to 
message id�
�� Sender
�� Receiver
�� Terminate negotiation
� Alternative �
��� Time valid through
��� Bind after partner�s decommit
��� O�er submission fee
��� Required response submission fee
��� Task set �

a� 
Minimum� speci�cation of tasks

b� Promised payment fn� to contractee

c� Contractor�s promised commitment fn�

d� Contractee�s required commitment fn�

�� Task set �
���

�i� Task set i	�
�� Alternative �

���
j� Alternative j	�

CONTRACTEEMESSAGE� PAYMENT�DECOMMITMESSAGE�
�� Negotiation identi�er �� Negotiation id
�� Message identi�er �� Message id
�� In	response	to 
message id� �� Accepted o�er id
�� Sender �� Acceptance message id
�� Receiver �� Sender
�� Terminate negotiation �� Receiver
� Alternative � � Message type
��� Time valid through 
payment�decommit�
��� Bind after partner�s decommit �� Money transfer
��� O�er submission fee
��� Required response submission fee
��� Task set �

a� 
Maximum� speci�cation of tasks

b� Required payment fn� to contractee

c� Contractor�s required commitment fn�

d� Contractee�s promised commitment fn�

�� Task set �
���

�m� Task set m	�
�� Alternative �

���
n� Alternative n	�

Figure �� Contracting messages of a single negotiation�

contractor or a contractee message� Fig� �� A contrac�
tor message speci�es exclusive alternative contracts that
the contractor is willing to commit to� Within each al�
ternative� the tasks can be split into disjoint task sets
by the sender of the message in order for the �elds 	a

� 	d
 to be speci�c for each such task set � not neces�
sarily the whole set of tasks� Each alternative has the
following semantics� If the contractee agrees to handle
all the task sets in a manner satisfying the minimum re�
quired task descriptions 	a
 	which specify the tasks and
constraints on them� e�g� latest and earliest handling
time or minimum handling quality
� and the contractee
agrees to commit to each task set with the level speci�ed
in �eld 	d
� then the contractor is automatically commit�
ted to paying the amounts of �elds 	b
� and can cancel
the deal on a task set only by paying the contractee a
penalty 	c
�� Moreover� the contractor is decommitted

�Secure money transfer can be implemented cryptographi�
cally e
g
 by electronic credit cards or electronic cash �Kristol
et al� �����


�The �Bind after partner�s decommit� ��
�� �ag describes
whether an o�er on an alternative will stay valid according to
its original deadline ��eld �
�� even in the case where the con�
tract was agreed to but the partner decommitted by paying
the decommitment penalty




Contractor counterproposes

Contractee counterproposes

Contractor misses deadline
of last alternative in
contractee's offer

Contractor accepts Contractee accepts

Contractor decommits
("Bind after partner's decommit"
-field (6.2) set in some alternative
in contractee's latest proposal)

New negotiation over
same issues and between
same agents still possible

Contractor decommits
("Bind after partner's
decommit"-field (6.2) not set
in contractee's latest proposal)

Contractee decommits
("Bind after partner's
decommit"-field (6.2) not set
in contractor's latest proposal)

Contractee proposes Contractor proposes

Contractee terminates

Contractee misses deadline
of last alternative in
contractor's offer

Contractor terminates

               Contractee decommits
("Bind after partner's decommit"
-field (6.2) set in some alternative
in contractor's latest proposal)

Real world law
enforcement request
(outside of negotiation protocol)

Contractee handles
some tasks of
contract

Contract
completed

Contractor makes
partial payment
by sending a
payment message

Contractor
counter-
proposes

Contractee
counter-
proposes

Usual

Less usual

Figure �� State transition diagram of a single negotia�
tion�

from all the other alternatives it suggested�� If the con�
tractee does not accept any of the alternatives� the con�
tractor is decommitted from all of them� Fields 	b
� 	c

and 	d
 can be functions of time� of negotiation events�
or of domain events� and these times�events have to be
observable or veri�able by both the contractor and the
contractee� A contractee can accept one of the alter�
natives of a contractor message by sending a contractee
message that has task speci�cations that meet the mini�
mal requirements 	a
� and payment functions that meet
the required payment functions 	b
� and commitment
functions 	c
 for the contractee that meet the required
commitment functions� and commitment functions 	d

for the contractor that do not exceed the contractor�s
promised commitment� A contractor message can accept
one of the alternatives of a contractee message analo�
gously� An agent can entirely terminate a negotiation
by sending a message with that negotiation�s identi�er
	�eld �
� and the terminate��ag 	�eld �
 set�
Alternatively� the contractee can send a contractee

message that neither accepts the contractor message 	i�e�
does not satisfy the requirements
 nor terminates the ne�
gotiation� Such a message is a counterproposal� which
the contractor then can accept� terminate the negotia�
tion� or further counterpropose etc� ad in�nitum �� The
CNP did not allow counterproposing� an agent could bid
to an announcement or decide not to bid� A contrac�

�Another protocol would have o�ers stay valid according
to their original speci�cation �deadline� no matter whether
the partner accepts rejects counterproposes or does none
of these
 We do not use such protocols due to the harmfully
�Sec
 �� growing number of pending commitments


	An agent that has just �counter�proposed can counter�
propose again �dotted lines in Fig
 ��
 This allows it to
add new o�ers �that share the �In�response�to���eld with the
pending ones� but does not allow retraction of old o�ers
 Re�
traction is problematic in a distributed system because the
negotiation partner�s acceptance message may be on the way
while the agent sends the retraction


tor had the option to award or not to award the tasks
according to the bids� Counterproposing among coop�
erative agents was studied in �Moehlman et al�� �����
Sen� ������ Our counterproposing mechanism is one way
of overcoming the problem of lacking truthful abstrac�
tions of the global search space 	de�ned by the task sets
and resource sets of all the agents
 in negotiation systems
consisting of SI agents�
There are no uncommittal messages such as announce�

ments used to declare tasks� all messages have some com�
mitment speci�cation for the sender� In early messages
in a negotiation� these commitment speci�cations can
be too low for the partner to accept� and counterpropos�
ing occurs� Thus� the level and stage of commitment
are dynamically negotiated along with the negotiation
of taking care of tasks�
The presented negotiation protocol is a strict gener�

alization of the CNP� and can thus always emulate it�
Moreover� there are cases where this protocol is better
than the CNP�due to reasons listed earlier� Yet� the de�
velopment of appropriate negotiation strategies for this
protocol is challenging�e�g� how should an agent choose
commitment functions and payment functions�

��� Decommitting� replies vs� timeouts

The 	���
 �eld describes how long an o�er on an al�
ternative is valid� If the negotiation partner has not
answered by that time� the sender of the message gets
decommitted from that alternative� An alternative to
these strict deadlines is to send messages that have the
	b
 �eld be a function of the time of response 	simi�
larly for 	c
 and 	d
 �elds
� This allows a contractor
to describe a payment that decreases as the acceptance
of the contractor message is postponed� Similarly� it
allows a contractee to specify required payments that
increase as the acceptance of the contractee message is
postponed� This motivates the negotiation partner to re�
spond quickly� but does not force a strict deadline� which
can ine�ciently constrain that agent�s local deliberation
scheduling� Both the strict deadline mechanism and this
time�dependent payment scheme require that the send�
ing or receival time of a message can be veri�ed by both
parties�
An alternative to automatic decommitment by the

deadline is to have the negotiation partner send a neg�
ative reply 	negotiation termination message
 by the
deadline� These forced response messages are not viable
among SI agents� because an agent that has decided not
to accept or counterpropose has no reason to send a re�
ply� Sending reply messages also in negative cases allows
the o�ering agent to decommit before the validity time
of its o�er ends� This frees that agent from consider�
ing the e�ects of the possible acceptance of that o�er on
the marginal costs of other task sets that the agent is
negotiating over� This saved computation can be used
to negotiate faster on other contracts� Thus� an agent
considering sending a negative reply may want to send
it in cases where the o�ering agent is mostly negotiat�
ing with that agent� but not in cases� where the o�ering
agent is that agent�s competing o�erer in most other ne�
gotiations�



� Implications of bounded rationality

Interactions of SI agents have been widely studied in mi�
croeconomics �Kreps� ����� Varian� ����� Rai�a� �����
and DAI �Rosenschein and Zlotkin� ���� Ephrati and
Rosenschein� ����� Kraus et al�� ����� Durfee et al��
������ but perfect rationality of the agents has usu�
ally been assumed� �awless deduction� optimal reason�
ing about future contingencies and recursive modeling
of other agents� Perfect rationality implies that agents
can compute their marginal costs for tasks exactly and
immediately� which is untrue in most practical situa�
tions� An agent is bounded rational� because its com�
putation resources are costly� or they are bounded and
the environment keeps changing�e�g� new tasks arrive
and there is a bounded amount of time before each part
of the solution is used �Garvey and Lesser� ���� Sand�
holm and Lesser� ���� Zilberstein� ����� Simon� �����
Good� ������ Contracting agents have the following ad�
ditional real�time pressures�

� A countero�er or an acceptance message has to be sent
by a deadline ��eld �
�� � otherwise the negotiation ter�
minates Fig
 �
 If the negotiation terminates the agent
can begin a new negotiation on the same issues but it
will not have the other agent�s commitment at �rst


� Sending an outgoing o�er too late may cause the receiv�
ing agent to make a contract on some of the same tasks
with some other agent who negotiated earlier�thus dis�
abling this contract even if the o�er makes the dead�
line
 In case this deadline abiding o�er is an acceptance
message�as opposed to a countero�er�the partner has
to pay the decommitment penalty that it had declared


� The �b���d� �elds can be functions of response time
Fig
 �
 An agent may get paid less for handling tasks
�or pay more for having tasks handled� or be required to
commit more strongly or receive a weaker commitment
from the negotiation partner if its response is postponed


� The agent�s cost of breaking commitments �after a con�
tract is made� may increase with time


This problem setup leads to a host of local delibera�
tion scheduling issues� An agent has to decide how much
computation it should allocate to re�ne its marginal cost
estimate of a certain task set� With a bounded CPU� if
too much time is allocated� another agent may win the
contract before the reply is sent� or not enough time re�
mains for re�ning marginal costs of other task sets� If
too little time is allocated� the agent may make an un�
bene�cial contract concerning that task set� If multiple
negotiations are allowed simultaneously� the agent has
to decide on which sets of tasks 	o�ered to it or poten�
tially o�ered by it
 its bounded computation should be
focused�and in what order� It may want to ignore some
of its contracting possibilities in order to focus more de�
liberation time to compute marginal costs for task sets of
some selected potential contracts� So� there is a tradeo�
of getting more exact marginal cost estimates and being
able to engage in a larger number of negotiations�
The CNP did not consider an agent�s risk attitude to�

ward being committed to activities it may not be able to
honor� or the honoring of which may turn out unbene��
cial� In our protocol� an agent can take a risk by making
o�ers while the acceptance of earlier o�ers is pending�

Contracting during pending commitments speeds up the
negotiations because an agent does not have to wait for
results on earlier commitments before carrying on with
other negotiations� The work on TRACONET formal�
ized the questions of risk attitude in a ��stage 	announce�
bid�award
 full�commitment protocol� and chose a risk
taking strategy where each agent ignored the chances of
pending commitments being accepted in order to avoid
computations regarding these alternative future worlds�
This choice was static� but more advanced agents should
use a risk taking strategy where negotiation risk is explic�
itly traded o� against added computation regarding the
marginal cost of the task set in the alternative worlds�
where di�erent combinations of sent pending o�ers are
accepted�
There is a tradeo� between accepting or 	counter


proposing early on and waiting�

� A better o�er may be received later


� Waiting for more simultaneously valid o�ers enables an
agent to identify and accept synergic ones� having more
options available at the decision point enables an agent
to make more informed decisions


� Accepting early on simpli�es costly marginal cost com�
putations because there are fewer options to consider

An option corresponds to an item in the power set of
o�ers that an agent can accept or make


� By waiting an agent may miss opportunities due to oth�
ers making related contracts �rst


An agent should anticipate future negotiation and
domain events in its strategy �Sandholm and Lesser�
����b���� It su�ces to take these events into account in
marginal cost estimation� this will cause the agent to an�
ticipate with its domain solution� The real marginal cost
of a task set is the di�erence in the streams of payments
and domain costs when an agent has the task set and
when the agent does not have it� This marginal cost does
not necessarily equal the cost that is acquired statically
at contract time 	before the realization of unknown fu�
ture negotiation events and domain events
 by taking the
di�erence of the cost of the agent�s optimal solution with
the task set and the optimal solution without it� Fur�
thermore� for BR agents� the marginal cost may change
as more computation is allocated to the solution includ�
ing the task set or the solution without it� In general� the
marginal cost of a task set depends on which other tasks
the agent has� Therefore� theoretically� the marginal cost
of a task set has to be computed in all of the alternative
future worlds� where di�erent combinations of pending�

�
The agent can believe that domain events occur to the
agent society according to some distribution and that in
steady state these events will a�ect �directly or by negoti�
ation� the agent according to some distribution
 E
g
 the
agent assumes that future tasks end up in its task set ac�
cording to a distribution
 On another level an agent can
try to outguess the other agents� solutions so that it can use
the others marginal costs as a basis for its own marginal cost
calculation
 On a third level the agent can model what an�
other agent is guessing about yet another agent and so on ad

in�nitum
 There is a tradeo� between allocating costly com�
putation resources to such recursive modeling and gaining
domain advantage by enhanced anticipation




to�be�sent� and to�be�received o�ers have been accepted�
di�erent combinations of old and to�occur contracts have
been broken by decommitting 	by the agent or its part�
ners
� and di�erent combinations of domain events have
occurred� Managing such contingencies formally using
probability theory is intractable� costs of such computa�
tions should be explicitly traded o� against the domain
advantage they provide� An agent can safely ignore the
chances of other agents decommitting only if the decom�
mitment penalties are high enough to surely compensate
for the agent�s potential loss� Similarly� an agent has to
ignore its decommitting possibilities if its penalties are
too high� The exponential number of alternative worlds
induced by decommitting options sometimes increases
computational complexity more than the bene�t from
the gradual commitment scheme warrants� Moreover�
the decommitting events are not independent� chains of
decommitting complicate the management of decommit�
ment probabilities� Thus� decommitment penalty func�
tions that increase rapidly in time may often be appro�
priate for BR agents�
Because new events are constantly occurring� the de�

liberation control problem is stochastic� An agent should
take the likelihood of these events into account in its de�
liberation scheduling� The performance pro�le of the lo�
cal problem solving algorithm should be conditioned on
features of the problem instance �Sandholm and Lesser�
����� on performance on that instance so far �Sandholm
and Lesser� ���� Zilberstein� ������ and on performance
pro�les of closely related optimizations 	related calcula�
tions of marginal costs
� These aspects make exact de�
cision theoretic deliberation control infeasible� approx�
imations are required� The need for this type of de�
liberation control has not� to our knowledge� been well
understood� and analytically developing a domain inde�
pendent control strategy that is instantiated separately
	using statistical methods
 for each domain would allow
faster development of more e�cient automated negotia�
tors across multiple domains�

� Linking negotiation items

In early CNP implementations� tasks were negotiated
one at a time� This is insu�cient� if the cost or fea�
sibility of carrying out a task depend on the carrying
out of other tasks� there may be local optima� where no
transfer of a single task between agents enhances the
global solution� but transferring a larger set of tasks
simultaneously does� The need for larger transfers is
well known in centralized iterative re�nement optimiza�
tion �Lin and Kernighan� ����� Waters� ������ but has
been generally ignored in automated negotiation� TRA�
CONET extended the CNP to handle task interactions
by having the announcer cluster tasks into sets to be ne�
gotiated atomically� Alternatively� the bidder could have
done the clustering by counterproposing� Our protocol
generalizes this by allowing either party to do the clus�
tering� Fig� �� at any stage of the protocol�
The equivalent of large transfers can be accomplished

by smaller ones if the agents are willing to take risks�
Even if no small contract is individually bene�cial� the
agents can sequentially make all the small contracts that

sum up to a large bene�cial one� Early in this sequence�
the global solution degrades until the later contracts en�
hance it� When making the early commitments� at least
one of the two agents has to risk taking a permanent loss
in case the partner does not agree to the later contracts�
Our protocol decreases such risks as much as preferred
by allowing breaking commitments by paying a penalty�
The penalty function may be explicitly conditioned on
the acceptance of the future contracts� or it may specify
low commitment for a short time during which the agent
expects to make the remaining contracts of the sequence�
Sometimes there is no task set size such that trans�

ferring such a set from one agent to another enhances
the global solution� Yet� there may be a bene�cial swap
of tasks� where the �rst agent subcontracts some tasks
to the second and the second subcontracts some to the
�rst� Swaps can be explicitly implemented in a negotia�
tion protocol by allowing some task sets in an alternative
	Fig� �
 to specify tasks to contract in and some to spec�
ify tasks to contract out� In the task sets added to imple�
ment swaps� �Minimum� in �eld 	a
 should be changed
to �Maximum� and vice versa� In �eld 	b
� �Promised
payment fn� to contractee� should be changed to �Re�
quired payment fn� from contractee� and �Required pay�
ment fn� to contractee� should be changed to �Promised
payment fn� from contractee�� Alternatively� in proto�
cols that do not explicitly incorporate swaps� they can be
made by agents taking risks and constructing the swap
as a sequence of one way task transfer contracts� Here
too� the decommitment penalty functions can be condi�
tioned on later contracts in the sequence or on time to
reduce 	or remove
 risk�

� Mutual vs� multiagent contracts

Negotiations may have reached a local optimum with
respect to each agent�s local search operators and mutual
contract operators 	transfers and swaps of any size
� but
solution enhancements would be possible if tasks were
transferred among more than two agents� e�g� agent A
subcontracts a task to C and B subcontracts a task to
C� There are two main ways to implement such deals���
�� Explicit multiagent contracts� These contract

operators can be viewed as atomic operators in the global
task allocation space� First� one agent 	with an incom�
plete view of the other agents� tasks and resources
 has
to identify the bene�ciality of a potential multiagent con�
tract� Alternatively� the identi�cation phase can be im�
plemented in a distributed manner� Second� the proto�
col has to allow a multiagent contract� This can be done
e�g� by circulating the contract message among the par�
ties and agreeing that the contract becomes valid only if
every agent signs�
�� Multiagent contracts through mutual con�

tracts� A multiagent contract is equivalent to a se�
quence of mutual contracts� In cases where a local opti�
mum with respect to mutual contracts has been reached�

��Sathi et al
 �Sathi and Fox ��	�� did this by having a
centralized mediator cluster several announcements and bids
from multiple agents into atomic contracts
 That is unrea�
sonable if decentralization is desired




the �rst mutual contracts in the sequence will incur
losses� Thus� one or more agents have to incur risk in
initially taking unbene�cial contracts in unsure anticipa�
tion of more than compensatory future contracts� Our
protocol provides mechanisms for decreasing this risk�
either by conditioning the decommitment penalty func�
tions on whether the contracts with other agents take
place� or by choosing the penalties to be low early on
and increase with time� In the limit� the penalty is zero
	theoretically possibly even negative
 for all contracts in
the sequence if some contract in it is not accepted� The
problem with contingency contracts is just the monitor�
ing of the events that the contract 	penalty
 is contin�
gent on� how can the contractee monitor the contractor�s
events and vice versa�
Sometimes an agent can commit to an unpro�table

early contract in the sequence without risk even with
constant high decommitting penalties� E�g� if an agent
has received committal o�ers on two contracts� it can
accept both without risk�assuming that decommitment
penalties for the two senders are so high that they will
not decommit� Even though the agent may have some
o�ers committed simultaneously� the likelihood of hav�
ing all the necessary o�ers committed simultaneously de�
creases as the number of mutual contracts required in
the multiagent contract increases� Sometimes there is
a loop of agents in the sequence of mutual contracts�
e�g� say that the only pro�table operator is the follow�
ing� agent A gives task � to agent B� agent B gives task
� to agent C� and agent C gives task � to agent A� In
such cases it is impossible to handle the multiagent con�
tract as separate mutual contracts without risk 	without
tailoring the decommitment penalty functions
� A nego�
tiating agent should take the possibilities of such loops
into account when estimating the probabilities of receiv�
ing certain tasks� because the very o�ering or accepting
of a certain task may directly a�ect the likelihood of
getting o�ers or acceptances for other tasks�

� Message congestion	 Tragedy of the
commons

Most distributed implementations of automated con�
tracting have run into message congestion prob�
lems �Smith� ����� Van Dyke Parunak� ����� Sandholm�
������ While an agent takes a long time to process
a large number of received messages� even more mes�
sages have time to arrive� and there is a high risk
that the agent will �nally be saturated� Attempts to
solve these problems include focused addressing �Smith�
������ audience restrictions �Van Dyke Parunak� �����
Sandholm� ����� and ignoring incoming messages that
are su�ciently outdated �Sandholm� ������ Focused ad�
dressing means that in highly constrained situations�
agents with free resources announce availability� while
in less constrained situations� agents with tasks an�
nounce tasks� This avoids announcing too many tasks
in highly constrained situations� where these announce�
ments would seldom lead to results� In less constrained
environments� resources are plentiful compared to tasks�
so announcing tasks focuses negotiations with fewer mes�
sages� Audience restrictions mean that an agent can only

announce to a subset of agents which are supposedly
most potential�
Focused addressing and audience restrictions are im�

posed on an agent by a central designer of the agent soci�
ety� Neither is viable in open systems with SI agents� An
agent will send a message whenever it is bene�cial to it�
self even though this might saturate other agents� With
�at rate media such as the Internet� an agent prefers
sending to almost everyone who has non�zero probabil�
ity of accepting�counterproposing� The society of agents
would be better o� by less congested communication
links by restricted sending� but each agent sends as long
as the expected utility from that message exceeds the
decrease in utility to that agent caused by the congest�
ing e�ect of that message in the media� This de�nes
a tragedy of the commons �Turner� ����� Hardin� �����
	n�player prisoners� dilemma
� The tragedy occurs only
for low commitment messages 	usually early in a negotia�
tion
� having multiple high commitment o�ers out simul�
taneously increases an agent�s negotiation risk 	Sec� ���

and computation costs 	Sec� �
�
The obvious way to resolve the tragedy is a use�based

communication charge� Another is mutual monitoring�
an agent can monitor how often a certain other agent
sends low commitment messages to it� and over�eager
senders can be punished� By mutual monitoring� audi�
ence restrictions can also be implemented� if an agent
receives an announcement although it is not in the ap�
propriate audience� it can directly identify the sender as
a violator� Our protocol allows an agent to determine
in its o�er 	�eld ��
 a processing fee that an accepting
or counterproposing agent has to submit in its response
	�eld ���
 for the response to be processed� This imple�
ments a self�selecting dynamic audience restriction that
is viable among SI agents�


 Conclusions

We introduced a collection of issues that arise in auto�
mated negotiation systems consisting of BRSI agents�
Reasons for dynamically chosen commitment stage and
level were given and a protocol that enables this was pre�
sented� The need for explicit local deliberation schedul�
ing was shown by tradeo�s between computation costs
and negotiation bene�ts and risk� Linking negotiation
items and multiagent contracts were presented as meth�
ods to avoid local optima in the global task allocation
space� and their implementation among BRSI agents was
discussed� Finally� message congestion mechanisms for
SI agents were presented�
Negotiations among BRSI agents also involve other

issues 	detailed in �Sandholm and Lesser� ����b� due to
limited space here
 such as� insu�ciency of the Vickrey
auction to promote truth�telling and stop counterspecu�
lation� usefulness of long term strategic contracts� trade�
o�s between enforced and unenforced contracts �Sand�
holm and Lesser� ����d�� and knowing when to terminate
the negotiations when an optimum with respect to the
current tasks and resources has been reached or when
further negotiation overhead outweighs the associated
bene�ts� Coalition formation among BRSI agents has
been studied in �Sandholm and Lesser� ����c��
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